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It is important to have a clear membership template 

strategy with different levels for different clients. 

However, I would not recommend more than three 

levels. People like to have choices, but too many 

choices can cause analysis paralysis. The following 

information is intended to be used as a guideline 

for creating your perfect strategy. This information 

should be worked into what makes you unique as a 

trainer.

RYAN IACOVIELLO
Senior Account Manager

Guidelines
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Business models

** This package could also be your “freemium hook”. If you choose to make this your free 

package make this accessible for 10-20 days as you will pay for active members within 

your community at the end of the month. If they do not convert you restrict access (do 

not pay for the client) and than you continue the sales process to convert them as a new 

client.**

- Access to your exclusive members area

- 1000 exercises to choose from and basic getting started training plan

- Learn about basic nutrition and track your food

- Set goals and track progress

- Participate in community challenges

+ All available via an exclusive fitness and nutrition app

The most basic, entry-level version of online training is the simple “Members Only” private 

access. This is your average low cost option where you members simply log in and are 

accountable to themselves and the tools they have signed up for.

You should phrase this membership like their joining a community.

IGNITE PACKAGE (BRONZE LEVEL): $9.99-$19.99 PER MONTH

THE PROS:
It’s affordable. Most people can justify $10 per month for good info, workouts, and 
nutritional advice. Also, having 24-7 access to your community and apps. This is also a 
very easy way to start monetizing your freemium members (signups).

THE CONS:
These programs are not personalized. It also goes without saying that these programs 
are tough for people who are not self-motivated. There is little to no accountability.

Business 
models
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- Access to your exclusive members area

- 3000+ exercises (pro version of app)

- Customized 90 day transformation program

- Bi weekly contact with trainer

- Personal nutrition coach

- Access private content for grocery shopping lists

- Access private content for 50+ recipes

- Includes all Ignite package features

• All available via an exclusive fitness and nutrition app

The next step up from the “members section” is the online “accountability level.” These are 

run in various formats that include training, nutrition and extra motivation. These types of 

programs range typically from $30-$75 per month. In exchange, clients have some degree 

of access to an actual personal trainer. Differences in price often reflect the number of 

workouts you have access to or the frequency of your customized feedback.

In this model, you will normally send your workouts based on their stated goals, in which 

you have pre made templates already created. Also you will want to give access to your 

private nutrition and meal idea groups in order to add more value in this membership 

layer.

An initial assessment is normally performed before beginning these types of programs. 

That way, as the trainer you have an idea of your clients makeup and their goals.This could 

either be performed over Skype or you could automate it with a forum that your clients 

fill in.

ACCELERATE PACKAGE (SILVER PACKAGE): $29.99-$74.99 PER MONTH

THE PROS:
Clients are held accountable to someone, which is a huge step. People are far less likely 
to eat pizza and ice cream daily if they need to submit food logs. The same goes for 
working out. Most people will do more when being supervised.

THE CONS:
These programs work for people who are honest and committed. For some people, it’s 
a major commitment to track everything they eat and do, so make sure your clients 
are committed and understand how to use the tools Virtuagym provides. This makes it 
exponentially easier than other models and will drastically increase your clients’ success 
rates.
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- Everything within Accelerate package +

- Detailed fitness assessment and personal coaching

- Daily contact with trainer

- Weekly Skype calls for form review and monitoring goals and progress

• All available via an exclusive fitness and nutrition app

The last option is a true one-on-one, fully-personalized online coaching experience. These 

types of programs include assessments, a program made just for your clients, constant 

feedback, goal-setting, high-level accountability, numerous progressions and regressions 

if necessary. You are regularly accessible—maybe even more so than a local trainer—via the 

Virtuagym platform, email, phone, text, or webcam.

BEAST MODE PACKAGE (GOLD LEVEL): $99-$250 PER MONTH

THE PROS:
A personal coach is great for motivation and feedback. Program adjustments for training 
and nutrition are crucial for many people as they progress through programs. Clients will 
learn plenty from these types of programs and be given all the tools to be successful.

THE CONS:
For some people paying hundreds of dollars for an online trainer is expensive and may 
limit your market.



Get in touch
Ryan@virtuagym.com


